PHD RECRUITMENT
Students can be attracted through either university scholarships or funded research projects by promoting a particular research interest/direction. Duration of project linked to duration of qualification.

COURSEWORK
Students to be jointly supervised by university lecturers and agency supervisors for practice projects that require a distinct and time-limited engagement. These will be part of larger research initiatives or practice interventions and linked to either academic course work or field education coursework credits.

SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS
Students across the university will be invited to apply for approved practice projects that require a distinct and time-limited engagement independent from university coursework. Upon completion of the work over the summer period, students will receive $5000.

PAID CONTRACTS
Employment of current undergraduate and postgraduate students to conduct research independent of their coursework.

QUALIFICATIONS
Students interested in enrolling in a Masters or PhD qualification can be encouraged to engage in pre-designed projects for their Masters of doctoral research.

VOLUNTEERING
Opportunities for students to engage as volunteers in practice projects. Independent of coursework but may be counted as practicum hours if so structured.

This engagement assumes organisational capability of CCRE partners to support research initiatives.

The Centre for Community Research and Evaluation - Pūtahi Rangāhau Ngātahi
Email: ccre@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: 09 373 7599 ext 48648
Contact Person: Professor Christa Fouché
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